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Grammatical elements which have no precise meaning per se,
and which are wholly sensitive in this respect to the context in which they occur.

That is, their movement is capable of considerable degrees of change,
depending on how they are used and where they occur.

They are totally context sensitive and distinguished from all other constituents of the
linguistic code

solely by their compulsory reference to the given message.
Shifters indicate the extent to which all meaning is context sensitive,

and the limited access to to so-called “general meaning” that any communication can
have.

A class of signs in which the pragmatic and sematic modes are linked in the same cat-
egories,

segmentable and isolable simultaneously in at least two functional modes,
one referential, one not...

This kind of presupposing referential index has also been called a shifter, because
the reference “shifts” regularly, depending on the factors of the speech situation.

indicial symbols representing conventionally and referring existentially to an utterance
I means the person uttering I 



 the sky bore the cliché back from word itself filled with trash-like universe • nothing that plastic ever made • ice that in enormous 
letters of black and white DEATH DEATH written right across continent sledge pulled like a feather • laughed with joy • but the 
S.P.C.A. (Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Automata) intervened and had this declared unconstitutional • so onward the 
problem of robot obsolescence-senescence on a large enough scale follow not swallow • the word • observe • implies that the stars are of 
artificial origin • can one destroy God • why don't you move the Ambassador's tank over by the end of my divan • the Envoy • he is 
what he says • how did the fellow come • riding on a comet • the last act we live in • hardly more quasi-self-adjourning and exhilarating 
technology or nomads or Eskimos and tenuous life governed rigorously by technological know-how • and why not • nonsense • the 
people think they are going to a beautiful glass greenhouse-orangery • go to the Amusement Park • said professor • bringing his fatty 
twin gifts of arcane scientific speculation and scathing pleasant guards • a bovinity without point or edge • I believe to some extent 
adapted to this chemical castration • still haven't recovered from today's conversation with Symington • at the park he babbled all day 
of the Seagull People • the Gong • a cynical epigram • not at all you see • assumed the definite shape of handprints • blew nose and 
returned to watering flowers • Orgota cooking with insip id • vivid personalities • Obsle • Slose • the handsome and detestable lacked 
some quality • were not quite solid • Mentat computation remained finite • Outside • yes • his own oracular/mentat summation • 
broken by the sound of rapid footsteps • Reading the paper the runner gave me I said in my mind that I had looked for this • that 
stone house on a bitter mountainside • the Sess before the shipmasters • my life's business here • sir • Orgoreyn said nothing spoken to 
him other • unearth • immense • strange from Karhide • Unit like themselves send for ship • I have done nothing right • Chani saw 
how the question disturbed the ghola • His movements quickened • you're not a Face • blades with him • circle on the floor • Five 
others of the circle were Indwellers of Otherhord • adepts in the Handdara disciplines of Presence and also I most wanted to know • in 
a normal person—injecting female or male hormones during the days before season • It's better to have a natural one on • a deep 
heather brush • more upon our feet • Cluny would be glad and looking of hot collops • seemed to me • not suffer me to walk • walked 
up • I was too flabbergasted • broke the vase • my crunchies • why not my revision • Murder is punishable by very clear painting • 
complex • always played extempore • with on • was Envoy •                  he shone of slender eyes never used • we're honored to receive 
• and tear • melodically simple but rythmically complex •                  a few mice • their boat • blue-blinking police car arrives • 
perfectly peaceful rubber boots • half-awake • the She-rat                     plodded • the cages opened • There we have it • she cried • scale 
of miles • Alloa • Limekilns • the Forth Bridge across the                 top of the isle • the Torran Rocks wreck • Ben Nevis • Argyle • 
depth my feet again I • As well one death as another • sharp pangs         like rheumatism I minded • this is the break that is always the 
blank stare mind of syntax and sycopation • finding me • weak as       water should over rock continued • as water • dropped a shilling • 
drifted hours through the sea • moon even yanked it back up a          little breath • time like at the end of which distance he sat brogues 
being taken from his feet and said Ha • have you no more English        • is needed • my father's that is money in • you that are hundred  
and I am your sword • And I have bit things that I attend you • a bit        of pressure to find the seahorse • a bit otherwise to find her a 
book that is cut in half • micrographically reproduced • the tiny die •        a number four • please send the money by the bearer to what 
manner could be carried off with him down the hill looking for us          right and left • screaming voice •  that desert be gravelled and I 
by my man come nearer strange language letters more backward           ever than to have rounded off a single one never than to have 
gotten the end drolling around awkward with ever more my language  •  dear sir i am found but swimming • to find space is to b link 
your eye like an aweful pirate • you thought you were being so frightfully clever • please no lies • sewers • hotel rats • mounting • of all 
Sundays nothing • sounds is the central computers • by accident • the She-rat • From The Sayings of Tuhulme the Hight Priest • with a 
hundred branches on every branch a thousand twigs up every twig • one leaf I keep secret to itself • lamenting to the clatter of their 
knitting • stories of her own • his Grandmother • a lot cheaper that way • to hear at last tout disarmament • the street as soon as I left 
that help • area from neigborhood • placatol opposing now • The Umma Regent  • You commanded me to reason • Tleilaxu • a gift • 
ability to  reason she said the author made literature • free • tear free • there () edges smeared with jam • black masses and white • the 
man-made ecology stretching uninterrupted • economicus the logisticus supply • But he is the alter ego at the service of his master • 
the middle is the only place they look • you know where the needle will land • fork • mask • masquerade • mascara • one can mask any 
object in the outside world in fictitious image • the abomination that only moments ago I'd been consuming brig's weather board • 
sprays fell upon her deck and wetted us like rain • And now ye came • my brig in sic a stoneyard • no semblance of virtue • to get back 
to the sewer a tool • I had the God only no beard • But just in case know what lies • Woman leans now to one half of the page • two 
stuck together for the reader's illusion • Erhenrang deeply feeling its Orgota prison • who had stolen from me hands over the Ice 
Harth hem in Estraven • the bridge between matter and spirit in a space where the pages are glued together for the reader's illusion • 
the number four four four four zero zero zero five three six nine plus three (space) two • six shows moment • Every unsolved problem 
became myth • because at that time the p lague prided himself on his intelligence • fifty cubits cowardly the floating fatmass spit his 
blood into the book • the rockstar never knew so much science • his hissing letters • the one again • the digital data baked sold Hayt 
because Edric tried to smooth over her moment • You must see ye'll take a word • to my sub-clusions • beautiful white wig • an hold  
fast something feminine • neither on both • cyclic • lunar • metamorphos • i-n-g under hand's touch • dice get pulled ship dice & bottle  
dlkjlsjlkjd









I Is it worth it?



The    dragging    feet    behind    you
evening sick as sore sod, throat hung over train, folding dusty

flats into hillocks, the dry sun filtering into tinted glass, his face

across half lit, full asleep.  Some stop at a dead place, concrete

gray metal coal mine iron ore place factory smoke hanging over

us, inert, the train leaded sky, open bright like ours at home,

dusty sky opening my eyes red tired blood-shod.  Allergenic smoke-

shod cloud hanging over lead city caked red sky, like lead, hang-

ing f loat ing cotton steel  wool  l ike lead spool.

Loud steps, Atocha still sit coffee decauction coating baguetta

bites warmth, who knows how old the Ham is.  The smell of feet,

walking unbrushed teeth, itchy yellowed armpits coffee coating

waited drowsy stray eyes and the rising stair walls rising that then

meet the main road

Buses outside, sunny not warm turn to stop a certain drop calm a

drowsy dead calm deafness a rubber-leggedness, sit down on a

chair and coffee coating the throatness waiting for the overnight

but i t ' s  a l l  s t i l l  day.

Walking later prey smut the sidewalk crammed all books of them

yet not one is more beckoning. Red eyes asking in an unknown

language know to all only in the absence of others.  Known to

none but the traveler recovered, rediscovered, lost, simulta-

neously.  A shameless language inherited from the Cossacks, the

Huns even Alexander's brutal bunch.  Yet not the bravado of the

masses but that of alone of the lonely of the self exiled.  That of

the tourist.  Look but not touch, touch but not feel, feel but

don ' t  see.    The s ingle-mindedness,  the i rresponsibi l i ty.

Wanderer prey smut.  Milky eyes.  Hazed wandering prying, philan-

derer, moneyless bum drifting.

Of what in crowded bathrooms late night scents raise queasiness,  har-

nessed tight to backpack straps buckled waist high.  The sweat embed-

ded shoulder to groin neck strain.  Clammy t-shirt, muggy air, soggy

underwear.  Of what the late night choking, the desperate cough,

faster, faster, the glutenous phlegm.

The equanimity of tiredness the sluggish pulling night dragging trails of

yesterday's meal the drinking and laughing, dragaging its desolate en-

trails, memory disemboweled, upended turned inside out, tick tock

ticking the other way.

No time hasn't stopped, it's turned itself around and everything is up-

side down, yesterday is neither yesterday nor tomorrow, it is

today and today hangs suspended on its way to tomorrow stopped en

route customs, no illegal border crossings, like a valve it is, smooth

one way, stalled the other.  Exile, leave and don't return, exile, nei-

ther here nor there.

. . . . . the drudgery,

the  single - mindedness.

White uniforms pointing this way, this way, not here.  White bearded

uniforms ever preoccupied, pacing distracted glances, pointing cor-

recting, no not here that way.  Keep walking the strain, the dragging

the sweat entering the disinfected, air-tight plastic cubicle, finding

myself the far left corner.  Shuttled into the white square, I a corner,

the distance between us expands to fill continents.  You, diagonally

across, born in France, brought up in Spain, married in France, di-

vorced in Spain.  Split in two, each arm another language, legs danc-

ing the borders, you who also speaks English, smiling eyed apostate,

rat's whiskers, gray, debilitated.

Outside only restless feet. Where now, where now, the shuffling shoes,

bags dragging their soiled soles, warbles scuttling their sagging ex-

tremities across the floor fumbling for billets even while stumbling

through the wrong door, almost accidentally flopping helpless onto

the wrong lap.  Sorry, so sorry, the flustered apology, bewildered

victims blush, a little push on the behind to help her up, back to

where she left off, each to her polythene box, please, wont you tell

me which of the corners will it be, North, South, East or West.

Atocha has stayed behind, large brick platforms dissolve into a smoke

screen of Autumn, black the gold-rimmed wristwatch falling away with

the click-clicking of the railway metre.  Now the sway softened thick

has sunk into a dull hum.  Our door is still open, yet the passing feet,

then a flash of red, passing green gaberdine's, was that, no, how could

it be, but really, could that have been...?





I received a letter from a friend asking if  I would submit work for a new online magazine.  The piece must be confined
to two 8 ½ X 11 inch pages, and the piece should in some way deal with the subject of  “jet lag”.  I am skeptical of
assignments, particularly those with constraints such as size and topic, so I have been very hesitant to submit anything.
Furthermore I know nothing about jet lag, because I refuse to fly due to the constant threat of  terrorism.  After some
thought I decided I would create a piece for the sake of  friendship and for the general betterment of  online art
magazine-dom.

Just three weeks ago I decided to start playing the board game “risk” against myself.  I decided there would be six teams:
pink, red, green, blue, black, and yellow.  I would play as all colors but my decisions for each team would be based on
personality traits of  various historical figures; the pink team would be led by me as Napoleon. The red team would be
led by me as Lennon. The green would be led by me as Chairman Mao Tse Tung.  The blue team would be led by me as
Hitler.  The black team would be led by me as Stone Wall Jackson under the influence of  LSD.  The yellow team would
be led by me as Gandhi.  Much to the frustration of  Napoleon, Gandhi passed for three turns in a row, resulting in
Lennon’s domination of  the Netherlands, which lead to Chairman Mao’s revolt against Hitler who proved victorious
over Mao, allowing Napoleon to be fully exposed in Northern Africa at which time his forces were massacred, but not
without causing severe damage to Hitler’s infantry, who then was left vulnerable for a swift kill by Stone Wall Jackson on
LSD, leaving only Gandhi and himself, Stone Wall Jackson on LSD, to compete for the total domination of  earth;
needless to say Gandhi passed his turn once again and Stone Wall Jackson on LSD shoved a bayonet into his chest,
turned it counter clockwise and pulled upward until Gandhi gasped, dribbled some blood, and slumped over in lifeless
slumber. Black team wins.

Just three weeks ago my friends and I decided to have a contest to see who can kill themselves first in the most inefficient
manner.  I am certain I will win, but based on past experiences I might just be immortal.
“1981-2004 died from involuntary abstinence” I imagine printed in the obituary below my name.
Black team wins.

Just three weeks ago a professor told me I was a walking advertisement for birth control.  I wasn’t sure whether she was
referring to me as the prospective father or the child.  Either way I was glad to be an advertisement for something.  Black
team wins.

Just three weeks ago I began an experiment where I attempt to sleep over 12 hours everyday.  Most people might wonder
how I am afforded this luxury but I wonder how I could afford not to, for the sake of  scientific progress.  After the first
three days I found that I spent the majority of  my waking hours in a delusional state of  food consumption and defeca-
tion.   After only 8 days I discovered that I could do both of  the aforementioned during the early stages of  rapid eye
movement. Black team wins.

Note: for the other page of  this piece, please print “jet lag by hunter stabler” in 72 size font, bold for importance, and
italicized to show how I am comparably extreme as the X-games and Mountain Dew.

JET LAG
BY
HUNTER
STABLER!!!
BLACK TEAM WINS
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interested in submitting your work? Shifter’s next issue is titled

‘POST/MORTEM’ all submissions must be in the form of postcards.

Both sides of the postcard - image and text - will be published together on

a single page... image above, text below/ text above, image below. The

image may be text, the text may be....

Shifter Magazine:
> > > sreshta premnath
> > > 167 AECS Layout Stage 1,
> > > Sanjay Nagar, 1st cross
> > > Bangalore-560094
> > > India
> > >
> > > email:
> > > shiftermagazine@yahoo.com

deadline for POST/MORTEM = April 8, 2004


